### Purpose:
The student will produce the meaning of words.

### Description:
Word Wizard

### Materials:
1. Information books about a content topic
2. Word Wizard bookmarks
3. Word Wizard cards
4. Student sheet
5. Pencils

### Procedure/Steps:
1. Place books and Word Wizard cards at the center. Provide each student with a Word Wizard bookmark and student sheet.
2. Students write their name, the book title, and author on the Word Wizard bookmark.
3. Read the text, find, and discuss words that are interesting, new, different, unusual, funny, difficult, or important. Record words and page numbers on the Word Wizard bookmark.
4. Taking turns, students read and discuss statements on the Word Wizard cards for each of the words on their bookmarks.
5. Choose one word from the bookmark and complete student sheet.

### Evaluation of Effectiveness:
Compare vocabulary data before and after the intervention.

### Sources:
www.fcrr.org Pages: V.015.AM1, V.015.AM2, V.015.SS